
Useful complement to nucleon decay
Potential connections to ν mass

Implications for leptogenesis
Color sextets on TeV scale

Rate suppressed in bound neutrons:
free neutrons cleaner test,

but matrix elements uncertain

Lifetime target: 1010 - 1011 s

Oscillations
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Work Ahead
Go beyond a few GUT examples

How widespread is impact?
Network of implications

Rate suppression in bound neutrons
Matrix elements on lattice, chiral limit

What is a worthy demonstrator?
Broader cold-neutron program?

Oscillations



Benchmark goal for ruling 
out new physics scenarios 

n  No NNbar oscillation till ~1010 -1011  sec.  
       Will rule out a class of SU(2)xSU(2)xSU(4)C  
    models for post sphaleron baryogenesis  for vBL <   
    30-100 TeV. 
            
          Will rule out a class of SO(10) models for   
     neutrino masses that predicted recently observed  
     large         if it is to explain the origin of matter.  
                       THANK YOU !!  

        

θ13



NN-bar oscillation- gold mine of new 
physics info– 1011 sec. benchmark goal 

                    . 

 N-N-bar osc. 
search and discovery 

Complementary info on 
Neutrino mass physics 

No SUSY GUT 

Most stringent 
 CPT Test, testing 

DM models 

Possible New  
understanding 

Of Origin of matter 

Improvement of neutron 
Technology 

New particles 
At LHC 

Strange 
Nucl.  
decay  
modes 

Extra space dim 



Summary and Conclusions  



Summary

We explore extensions of the MSSM in which TeV scale
vector-like multiplets can mediate observable n− n
oscillations.

In this scenario we can have vector-like diquark with
mass around a TeV scale.

For plausible values of the diquark-quark-quark couplings
can be produced at the LHC and detected through its
decay into a top quark and a jet.

Ilia Gogoladze New processes at LHC and n-n̄ Oscillations



Conclusions

• origin of matter: one of the great mysteries in particle physics and cosmology
• leptogenesis: an appealing baryogenesis mechanism connected to neutrino 

physics
• various leptogenesis mechanisms:

• standard leptogenesis: gravitino problem, incompatible with SUSY
• resonance leptogenesis
• Dirac leptogenesis

• While there is no model-independent way to test leptogenesis, searches at 
neutrino experiments (leptonic CPV, neutrino-less double beta decay) can 
provide supports for/distinguish among the mechanisms

• neutron-antineutron oscillation: complementarity test
• if observed ⇒  low scale leptogenesis scenarios preferred

Mu-Chun Chen, UC Irvine                                                       Leptogenesis                                                             Fermilab Project X Study, 06/18/201220



Intro
Rabi Mohapatra presented theoretical motivations for 
neutron-antineutron oscillations.
           analog of the search for Majorana neutrino,            .              
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1 Introduction

Since the inceptiōn of QCD till the end of Millennium the prime interest of the QCD
practitioners was the spectrum and properties of the low-lying hadronic states, such
as ! mesons, pions and nucleons. A number of methods was developed to treat such
states, starting from the soft-pion technique which predates QCD by a decade, then
QCD sum rules, lattice calculations and so on. Little attention was paid to highly
excited states. The reason is obvious: the decay widths of the excited states grow
with the excitation number, so that they overlap and collectivize themselves, and
could be treated as continuum.

In the Regge theory which dominated high energy theory before QCD, highly
excited states played an important role in phenomenological analyses since they
determine the daughter Regge trajectories. The Regge theory gave rise to dual
resonance models which eventually grew into string theory. Ironically, string theory
that emerged from the dual resonance models shortly after became “string theory
for nonhadrons,” and was elevated to the status of “theory of everything” in the
1980s and early ’90s. With this promotion the previous interest to excited hadronic
states faded away. At the same time, in QCD highly excited states were treated as
belonging the the realm of asymptotic freedom which inevitably qualified them as
“dynamically uninteresting objects.”

This attitude changed in recent years with the advent of string–gauge duality
methods, based on the ’t Hooft limit [1] with the number of colors Nc % & while
g2Nc is kept fixed. In this limit the meson decay widths tend to zero, so that
individual highly excited mesons become well-defined.1

1 Baryons, if treated in the standard ’t Hooft procedure, defy this rule; their decay widths,
generally speaking, do not vanish in the limit Nc % &, also their masses grow as Nc. However,
theNc % & limit exists for the mass di!erences, and experiments show that rather high excitations
of nucleons and other baryons can be identified using the existing data.

3

Experimental limits on stability of nuclei set the range of 
interest for the free neutron oscillation time       .                                         
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Super-K (2011)                                    (Ed Kearns’ talk)     

!A|q̄q|A" # A !n|q̄q|n"
16O

! = 0.5 GeV

R = 4.7 $ 1022 s!1

!L = 2

! (16O) > 1.97 $ 1032 yr

1 Introduction

Since the inceptiōn of QCD till the end of Millennium the prime interest of the QCD
practitioners was the spectrum and properties of the low-lying hadronic states, such
as " mesons, pions and nucleons. A number of methods was developed to treat such
states, starting from the soft-pion technique which predates QCD by a decade, then
QCD sum rules, lattice calculations and so on. Little attention was paid to highly
excited states. The reason is obvious: the decay widths of the excited states grow
with the excitation number, so that they overlap and collectivize themselves, and
could be treated as continuum.

In the Regge theory which dominated high energy theory before QCD, highly
excited states played an important role in phenomenological analyses since they
determine the daughter Regge trajectories. The Regge theory gave rise to dual
resonance models which eventually grew into string theory. Ironically, string theory
that emerged from the dual resonance models shortly after became “string theory
for nonhadrons,” and was elevated to the status of “theory of everything” in the
1980s and early ’90s. With this promotion the previous interest to excited hadronic
states faded away. At the same time, in QCD highly excited states were treated as
belonging the the realm of asymptotic freedom which inevitably qualified them as
“dynamically uninteresting objects.”

This attitude changed in recent years with the advent of string–gauge duality
methods, based on the ’t Hooft limit [1] with the number of colors Nc % & while
g2Nc is kept fixed. In this limit the meson decay widths tend to zero, so that
individual highly excited mesons become well-defined.1

1 Baryons, if treated in the standard ’t Hooft procedure, defy this rule; their decay widths,
generally speaking, do not vanish in the limit Nc % &, also their masses grow as Nc. However,
theNc % & limit exists for the mass di!erences, and experiments show that rather high excitations
of nucleons and other baryons can be identified using the existing data.

3

Theory, Friedman, Gal (2008), relates it to       ,                                     
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!A|q̄q|A" # A !n|q̄q|n"
16O

! = 0.5 GeV

R = 5 $ 1022 s!1

!L = 2

! (16O) > 1.97 $ 1032 yr

1 Introduction

Since the inceptiōn of QCD till the end of Millennium the prime interest of the QCD
practitioners was the spectrum and properties of the low-lying hadronic states, such
as " mesons, pions and nucleons. A number of methods was developed to treat such
states, starting from the soft-pion technique which predates QCD by a decade, then
QCD sum rules, lattice calculations and so on. Little attention was paid to highly
excited states. The reason is obvious: the decay widths of the excited states grow
with the excitation number, so that they overlap and collectivize themselves, and
could be treated as continuum.

In the Regge theory which dominated high energy theory before QCD, highly
excited states played an important role in phenomenological analyses since they
determine the daughter Regge trajectories. The Regge theory gave rise to dual
resonance models which eventually grew into string theory. Ironically, string theory
that emerged from the dual resonance models shortly after became “string theory
for nonhadrons,” and was elevated to the status of “theory of everything” in the
1980s and early ’90s. With this promotion the previous interest to excited hadronic
states faded away. At the same time, in QCD highly excited states were treated as
belonging the the realm of asymptotic freedom which inevitably qualified them as
“dynamically uninteresting objects.”

This attitude changed in recent years with the advent of string–gauge duality
methods, based on the ’t Hooft limit [1] with the number of colors Nc % & while
g2Nc is kept fixed. In this limit the meson decay widths tend to zero, so that
individual highly excited mesons become well-defined.1

1 Baryons, if treated in the standard ’t Hooft procedure, defy this rule; their decay widths,
generally speaking, do not vanish in the limit Nc % &, also their masses grow as Nc. However,
theNc % & limit exists for the mass di!erences, and experiments show that rather high excitations
of nucleons and other baryons can be identified using the existing data.
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1 Introduction

Since the inceptiōn of QCD till the end of Millennium the prime interest of the QCD
practitioners was the spectrum and properties of the low-lying hadronic states, such
as " mesons, pions and nucleons. A number of methods was developed to treat such
states, starting from the soft-pion technique which predates QCD by a decade, then
QCD sum rules, lattice calculations and so on. Little attention was paid to highly
excited states. The reason is obvious: the decay widths of the excited states grow
with the excitation number, so that they overlap and collectivize themselves, and
could be treated as continuum.

In the Regge theory which dominated high energy theory before QCD, highly
excited states played an important role in phenomenological analyses since they
determine the daughter Regge trajectories. The Regge theory gave rise to dual
resonance models which eventually grew into string theory. Ironically, string theory
that emerged from the dual resonance models shortly after became “string theory
for nonhadrons,” and was elevated to the status of “theory of everything” in the
1980s and early ’90s. With this promotion the previous interest to excited hadronic
states faded away. At the same time, in QCD highly excited states were treated as
belonging the the realm of asymptotic freedom which inevitably qualified them as
“dynamically uninteresting objects.”

This attitude changed in recent years with the advent of string–gauge duality
methods, based on the ’t Hooft limit [1] with the number of colors Nc % & while

3

Free neutron ILL experiment (1994)

!A|q̄q|A" # A !n|q̄q|n"
16O

! = 0.5 GeV

R = 5 $ 1022 s!1

!L = 2

! (16O) > 1.97 $ 1032 yr

!nn̄ > 3.53 $ 108 s

!nn̄ > 0.86 $ 108 s

1 Introduction

Since the inceptiōn of QCD till the end of Millennium the prime interest of the QCD
practitioners was the spectrum and properties of the low-lying hadronic states, such
as " mesons, pions and nucleons. A number of methods was developed to treat such
states, starting from the soft-pion technique which predates QCD by a decade, then
QCD sum rules, lattice calculations and so on. Little attention was paid to highly
excited states. The reason is obvious: the decay widths of the excited states grow
with the excitation number, so that they overlap and collectivize themselves, and
could be treated as continuum.

In the Regge theory which dominated high energy theory before QCD, highly
excited states played an important role in phenomenological analyses since they
determine the daughter Regge trajectories. The Regge theory gave rise to dual
resonance models which eventually grew into string theory. Ironically, string theory
that emerged from the dual resonance models shortly after became “string theory
for nonhadrons,” and was elevated to the status of “theory of everything” in the
1980s and early ’90s. With this promotion the previous interest to excited hadronic
states faded away. At the same time, in QCD highly excited states were treated as
belonging the the realm of asymptotic freedom which inevitably qualified them as
“dynamically uninteresting objects.”

This attitude changed in recent years with the advent of string–gauge duality
methods, based on the ’t Hooft limit [1] with the number of colors Nc % & while
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✦ What is neutron-antineutron matrix element?

Where Lattice Can Help
✦ Is BSM running non-perturbative?

✦ Is QCD running non-perturbative?

✦ What is effect in nuclei?

- Model-dependent (assume pert. models for now)

- Should be checked (pert. running reasonable)

- Inherently non-perturbative question

- Very interesting, VERY hard question



PROTON DECAY

Proton is a topological non-trivial configuration of  the 
pion field (Skyrmion)

Decay of  the proton is protected by topology

Hybrid Skyrmion/bag model decay possible but 
exponentially suppressed due to tunneling (instanton) 




